March 9, 2004

ITLC MEMBERS

Re: Changes to Undergraduate Admissions Input Specifications

Dear Colleagues,

We wish to inform you that, in accordance with changes made to the UC Undergraduate Admissions Application form for the 2004-2005 admissions cycle, several of the campus Undergraduate Admissions Input data elements have been given additional possible values:

N180 Campus Applied to Code
   10 = Merced

F170 Campus Last Attended
   10 = Merced

T180 SIR Response Code
   7 = Accepted Dual Admission
   8 = Accepted alternative admission offer

T190 Admit Status Code
   40 = OP cancellation due to Verification non-response
   41 = OP cancellation due to Verification falsification
   42 = OP cancellation due to other falsification
   50 = Alternate admissions offer - Dual Admissions
   51 = Campus reviewed; DAP eligible, not retained (for DAP Referral)

T220 Applicant Status Code
   0 (zero) = Dual Admission (DAP)

L080 Pre-college Development Program Code
   H = UC College Prep Initiative (UCCP).
   (Code was previously used for SUCCESS)
You may start using the new values for the above data elements immediately.

The complete set of Corporate Student System specifications may be downloaded from our web site at http://www.ucop.edu/irc/campus_specs/css. If you have any questions about these specifications, please contact Dominique Pfaff at (510) 987-0394 or dominique.pfaff@ucop.edu.

Sincerely,

Kristine Hafner,
Associate Vice President
Information Resources and Communications

cc: Associate Vice President Galligani, Student Academic Services
Associate/Assistant Directors of Undergraduate Admissions
Associate Director Kowarsky, Admissions and Outreach
Director Collins, Information Resources and Communications
Director Wilbur, Admissions and Outreach
Manager Burgess, Information Resources and Communications
Principal Administrative Analyst Tamayo, Admissions and Outreach
Program Analyst Pfaff, Information Resources and Communications